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Â .Q: Force the user to login to website

before using API First time asking a
question here. I'm currently trying to make

a website using ASP.NET Core. I want to
use the Microsoft.AspNetCore.Identity

package and I want to make sure that the
user should log in before they can use the
API. I know that I can make an IPrincipal

myself and check this on every request but
I want to do it the "correct" way. I have

looked into OAuth at least once, but I dont
have much experience with this. Ideally,
my website would only show certain data

to the user if they are logged in. Can
someone help me with that? Thank you A:
If you're just looking for the easiest way

possible to integrate authentication into an
existing API you might want to look at

ASP.NET Core IdentityServer4, specifically
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the OIDC or OpenIDConnect middleware for
that. You can include this as a shared

dependency into your API projects, and
then just set the

OAuth2AuthorizationOptions on your
controllers to use the identity server's

clients. This approach will handle a lot of
the headaches that come with integrating
with Microsoft identity platforms, and with

usage of the “implicit grant” flow it can
also be quite secure. (See for a longer

discussion of this) As for the decision to be
more integrated with ASP.NET Core

Identity, I believe it's a trade off between
how much work you have to do to add

authentication into your application, versus
the flexibility you have to host your

applications and identity. There's a good
article on the subject, but to summarize,
the controllers already require a Startup

object (which might be null if it's an
ASP.NET Core web project), and adding the
identity features is just a matter of adding
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a services.AddIdentity() call to the
Startup.Configure() method. This will work
with the default controller factory, and with
the MVC and Web API controllers. You can

host the identity server in a separate
application, and add in a reference to a

local identity server in your application and
use the default controller factory, but you

then have a lot more flexibility in the
creation of a registered api controllers in a

different assembly, etc d0c515b9f4
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porn stream porn comics online free nude.Q: The path of the project is not resolvable error when I
build with visual studio 2010 I am trying to implement following command in visual studio 2010, i am

getting The path of the project is not resolvable error >"c:\Program Files
(x86)\MSBuild\Microsoft\VisualStudio\v10.0\Windows Services\Windows ServiceProjectSystem.exe"
gacutil /i C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v4.0.30319\Microsoft.Windows.Common- Task.pdb

C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 10.0\VC#\Projects\XXXX\XXXXXXXXXXX\Nuspec.json >
C:\Program Files\MSBuild\Microsoft\VisualStudio\v10.0\Windows

Services\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.log A: There could be a number of causes for this,
but the most common is that you're not in the current directory of the target you're running in. This

is likely to happen if you're trying to build in another project and are not in the directory of that
project. A: I recently had this problem. It was due to one project being in a different directory than

another (same project, same solution, same config, same builds, same build agents). In my case, the
other project was a Sql Data Source. I had my SqlDataSource.csproj file in the folder for that project,
but I had created my actual.csproj file elsewhere, since it includes more meta information. My build
agents were looking for the file that the SqlDataSource.csproj is located in, but the real one was in
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